NUGGS

To be or not to by; that's the question. Whether it is nester in the mind to]

buffer the rings and arrows of outrageous fortune,

Or to take arms against this sea of trouble

And by opposing end them. The tempest wished for.

Dear Sir:

Because all over the country today students are beginning to rebel against the injustices, not to say foolish abuses, which have been and still are being imposed upon them. I wish to suggest that we start now, here at Tech, to work for the inauguration of a National Undergraduate Grips Society, and the formation of a National Undergraduate Grips Society.

As the propounder of this magnificent and significant action, I suggest that we set an example, setting later not at the third week of January 1953, or whenever is nearest to term finals, the man who through some misfortune, unknown to us, is not in a position to take part in the main events of our college life.

Week after week we suggest that we start now, here at Tech, to work for the formation of a National Undergraduate Grips Society, and the formation of a National Undergraduate Grips Society.

JOHN CLAUSUS, '54.

DESMOYAL MEETING

In order to discuss the practicability of a Bachelor of Science in one of the following fields, a meeting will be held on Monday, November 11, at 8:00 p.m. in Room 6-104. All those who are interested are invited to attend.

ARCHITECTURE LECTURE

Mr. Thomas N. Gribble, editor of ROOSEVELT ARCHITECTURAL ARCHIEF, will speak on "Architecture and Planning." A cocktail hour will follow the lecture. The hour is sponsored by the School of Architecture and Planning.

Char-Broiled Steak Dinner 99c

For Lunch Or Dinner

Newbury's Steak House

9,4 Mass. Ave., Boston

THE FIRST CHURCH OF SCIENTIST

THE MOTHER CHURCH

FALMOUTH, NORWAY

BOSTON

Sunday services 10:30 and 11:30 a.m., Sunday School 9:30 and 11:30 a.m. The church is located at 237 Huntington Avenue.

Todays Schaefer rings the bell—with the full-flavored brew that's light and dry, too!

Today's Schaefer rings the bell with everybody who enjoys true beer. For being a full-flavored brew that is light and dry, too. It's a perfect balance of all the beer qualities you like best. This bud is produced only by brewers who have generations of experience and skill behind them.

To see how it develops, a full, rich head in your glass—the traditional hallmark of a great beer. Note the delicate aroma that beer lovers know is the natural result of using only the choicest grains and hops. Than taste it—and we are certain you will agree with us in saying that this is the best bud America has yet produced.

make it clear... make it

Schaefcr

The F. & M. Schaefer Brewing Co., New York